Ancient Faith Radio brings you live call-in programs
from popular hosts in our growing community
of remote studios around the country.
Live shows beginning at

WEEKLY LIVE BROADCASTS

8:00 PM Easternl7:00 PM Central.
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Live broadcast on the
second and fourth
Tuesdays of the
month, at 8 pm eastem/7 pro central.
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Live broadcast on
the first Wednesday
and fifth Sunday of
the month,at 8 pm
eastern/7 pm central.

I icaithy Minds, flcalthy
Souls is hosted by
Fr. Nicholas and Pres.
Roxanne Louh, a
licensed clinical
psychologist. This
husband-and-wife team
love working together to
care for people.

Stewardship Calling with
Bill Marianes presents
the latest research, best
practices, and creative
ideas to improve the
operations of your
parish and the quality of
your life.
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Everyday Orthodox is hosted
by Elissa Bjeletich. Sharing the
personal stories of everyday
Orthodox people - from the
movers and shakers to the
prosphora bakers!

7 pm eastern/6 pm central every Sunday.
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Orthodoxy Live with Fr
Evan Arniatas offers listeners
the opportunity to ask any
question about Scripture
and the Orthodox faith.

pm eastern/7 pm central every Sunday.

I)K. JEANNIE
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Search the Scriptures Live is
hosted by Presvytera Dr.
Jeannie Constantinou.
She guides us through Holy
Scripture with the eyes
of the Church Fathers.

T

he Ancient Faith Radio app is available
for the iOS, Android, and Windows

platforms. Listen to our streaming stations,
enjoy our on-demand podcasts, purchase
our music, sign up for AFR newsletters and
alerts, read our blogs, and much, much
more—all from your mobile device.
Download free from any app store.

Programming also accessible from smart
speakers, ROKU and Apple TV.
f

8 pm eastern/7 pm central every Monday

PLUS: Divine Liturgy broadcast LIVE every Sunday at 10:30 am eastern19:30 am central.
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Ancient Faith Radio s the lading producer.of Orthodox

www.ancientfaith . C( ff11

pocicasts, with over 275,000 'downloads every month
from people in more than 170 countries.
AND WE ARE GROWING!

P0 Box 748
Chesterton, IN 46304
800-967-7377

Ancient
Christian Faith
for the
Modern World

Ancient Faith features
two streaming stations

Other resources presented
on Ancientfaith.com

Popular podcasts

Ancient Faith Blogs is

AFR is pleased to

your one-stop location

offer 113 podcasts

for the best Orthodox

and over 35,000

writing on the internet,
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episodes.

LISTENER COMMENTS
My journey toward Orthodoxy has been largely
due to the wonderful service you provide through Ancient Faith Radio. I am so grateful for what you
do and prayforyoufrequently. Keep up the good work!
—AT. FROM MANCHESTER, UNITED KINGDOM

including contributions

—

I have greatly appreciated the quality of the content
offered by Ancient Faith. It has given me guidance
in many ways along my quest to understand the
faith. Whether on the train or in the car, I can think
of nothing better than tuning in to a podcast or
listening to holy music. A sincere thank you and all
the best to everyone at Ancient Faith!

from Fr. Stephen
Freeman, Dr. Nicole
Roccas, Fr. Andrew
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lu iii Music broadcasts liturgical
music from a variety of Orthodox traditions,
as well as prayers, inspirational readings,
and quotations from the Church Fathers.

Damick, and more.
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Daily Bread is a collection of podcasts that

—JOHANNES FROM HELSINKI, FlNIn

cover the daily scripture
streams lectures, homilies, interviews, and a rotating selection of
podcast material gleaned from our website. Both
stations operate 24 hours a day and are likewise
available on the Ancient Faith Radio app.
ANCIENT FAITH TALK
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readings, commentary
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BECOMING
A HEALING
PRESENCE
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tions to encourage and
guide you. Each brief

In addition to the internet radio stations,
our extensive podcasts address topics and
formats including:
Interviews

Spirituality

Homilies and Scripture

Music

Theology and Doctrine

History

Liturgy

Youth

Saints

Culture

Ancient Faith Radio also features a growing
number of Spanish-language podcasts.

I have benefited greatly from this resource, not
to mention its role in my conversion to the
Orthodox Church. AFR is where 1 spend most
of my computer time.

podcast is a convenient
way to stay attached to Christ and the
Church every day.

—ROBERT FROM
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most valued resources for Orthodox books and
other materials in the English-speaking world.
We also publish booklets and brochures, icons,
as well as icons, gift cards, and much more at
store. ancientfaith.com.

OF PRAISE

CALIFORNIA

Your station is a Godsend. I am 42 and a cradle
Orthodox Christian. Without AFR, I surely would
have completely fallen by now. Thank you. God
Bless.
—KEVIN FROM VANCOUVER, CANADA

Ancient Faith Publishing is one of the largest,

greeting cards, and calendars. Find our books

A SACRIFICE

Los ANGELES,
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For a Catholic, there is no other online resource
I have heard of or seen or used that unfolds and
explains the beauty and the depth of the Orthodox
faith so extensively as AFR. So many of my misconceptions are being laid to rest, and there are so
many other things I have begun to discover and
appreciate about the holy Orthodox faith. Thanks,
AFR, and God bless for all the effort.
—NEIL FROM MUMBAI, INDIA

